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“HEAR THE WORLD’S SOUNDS”: 
LOCALITY AS METADATA IN TWO MUSIC PLATFORMS 

MICHAEL AUDETTE-LONGO

Abstract
Music-streaming services have disrupted the music industry’s established commodity formats 
and place-bound consumer experiences, producing seemingly limitless and algorithmically 
driven modes of listening. These music services target a global audience, as evident in Sound-
cloud’s promise to enable audiences to “hear the world’s sound.” This article maps out the de-
ployment of local regions as tags and metadata in music-streaming services, arguing that there 
is a reconfiguration of locality evident, what I dub the indexi-local. This portmanteau---co-
ordinating the terms index and local---grasps at the effort to design a participatory platform 
experience vis-à-vis local regions. This article undertakes a close reading of the interfaces of 
two music-streaming services: Bandcamp and Soundcloud. First, metadata is shown to play 
a significant role in the design and operations of digital music platforms, not only organizing 
the circulation of data but also generating listening recommendations. Second, the circulation 
of local regions as metadata within these two services’ interfaces is then highlighted in the tag-
ging activities of platform users. While the circulation of local regions as metadata imbricates 
with broader efforts to create a more participatory and place-bound streaming experience, 
it also flattens local differences into a gray media aesthetic of hashtags and geotagged text.

Résumé
Les services de diffusion de musique ont perturbé les formats de produits établis par l’indus-
trie de la musique et les expériences de consommation liées aux lieux, produisant des modes 
d’écoute apparemment illimités et basés sur des algorithmes. Ces services de musique ciblent 
un public mondial, comme le prouve la promesse de Soundcloud de permettre au public « 
d’écouter les sons du monde ». Cet article décrit le déploiement des régions en tant qu’éti-
quettes et métadonnées dans les services de diffusion de musique, en faisant valoir qu’il y a 
une reconfiguration de localité évidente, que je surnomme l’indexi-local. Cette expression, qui 
combine les termes index et local, capte l’effort de concevoir une expérience de plate-forme 
participative vis-à-vis des régions. Cet article effectue une lecture approfondie des interfaces 
de deux services de diffusion de musique : Bandcamp et Soundcloud. Tout d’abord, les méta-
données sont présentées comme jouant un rôle important dans la conception et l’exploitation 
des plates-formes de musique numériques, non seulement en organisant la circulation des 
données, mais aussi en générant des recommandations d’écoute. Deuxièmement, la circula-
tion des régions comme métadonnées dans les interfaces de ces deux services est alors mise 
en évidence dans les activités de marquage des utilisateurs de plateformes. Alors que la cir-
culation des régions en tant que métadonnées se superpose avec des efforts plus larges pour 
créer une expérience de diffusion plus participative et liée au lieu, elle réduit également les 
différences locales à une esthétique morne de médias de hashtags et de balises géographiques. 
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In summer 2015, the music-streaming service Spotify re-
leased a “musical map” of the world featuring playlists 
generated for cities around the world. As described on 

Spotify’s Insights blog:

This is music that people in each city listen to quite a bit, 

which people in other cities also do not listen to very 

much. So it is, exactly, the music that makes them dif-

ferent from people everywhere else...Because this music 

represents music that over-indexes in these cities, it’s a 

great way to pluck local favorites from around the world 

and add the ones you like to Your Music in Spotify. (Van 

Buskirk, “Musical Map”)

With the map, Spotify makes two promises to the listen-
er. First, to facilitate a sort of musical tourism through the 
world via the music-streaming service; such an inclination 
is evident in the opening of the blog post:

In our connected world, people everywhere tend to en-

joy the same top hits . . . but when most travelers visit an-

other place, they don’t seek out the same food they eat 

at home, even if they can find it. We travel to experience 

what makes a place different, and special, by sampling 

local specialties. Let’s try the same approach with music, 

on a big map of the world. You can click any of nearly a 

thousand cities to hear a playlist of the music that is most 

distinctively enjoyed there. (Van Buskirk, “Musical Map” 

my emphasis)

Second, and tied to this touristic application, Spotify also 
uses the data collected from its listening base to generate 
recommendations for other users of its streaming platform. 
Spotify’s musical maps invite listeners to engage with this 
music-streaming service by stepping outside their genre in-
terests and trying to listen, instead, with geographic loca-
tions guiding the way.

I begin with this example because it gestures to the central 
concern of this article: the circulation of local geographic re-
gions as user-generated metadata within two digital music 
platforms, Bandcamp and Soundcloud. On the one hand, 
I pinpoint how the region-oriented tags produced by users 
facilitates the organization and retrieval of musical data up-
loaded to these music platforms; on the other, I suggest that 
a “local feel”---defined, following J. Berland, as the narra-
tive production of local regions within commercial media 
sites (190-191)---emerges in both platforms through the 
articulation of local regions to such metadata-specific func-
tionalities as generating recommendations and facilitating 
frictionless platform navigation. To capture the articulation 
of locality to metadata I deploy the term indexi-local: a port-
manteau that collapses the terms index and local to describe 
the tendency in these two platforms to design a participa-
tory platform experience based in users’ tagging of local re-
gions. To establish the indexi-local, I examine the tagging 
of local regions through a closer reading of Bandcamp and 
Soundcloud’s interfaces.1

J.W. Morris and D. Powers define an interface as “all that 
greets a user when she/he starts up a service, including de-
sign, features, content organization, navigational options, 

etc., as well as the affective pull this combined assemblage 
has on users” (110). The interface is a key part of digital plat-
forms that, moreover, works to “shape how users see, hear, 
feel, and experience the functions of any given piece of soft-
ware and the cultural content that passes through it” (Mor-
ris, Selling Digital Music 18). Interface design both guides 
and enframes everyday interactions with different software, 
platforms, and websites. To illustrate data’s region-oriented 
emplacement, I include several screengrabs of these tagging 
practices. This work follows previous interface-oriented 
studies of digital media (see Bolter and Grusin; Manovich; 
Galloway). Drawing on M. Fuller and A. Goffey’s work on 
“gray media” -- which examines the functionality produced 
in such administrative sites of digital mediation as spread-
sheets and databases -- this article considers the indexi-local 
as a more functional articulation of local regions, stylized 
as hashtags and lists of geotagged text circulating through 
these two music platforms. I conclude by suggesting that the 
indexi-local signals the place and value of local music-mak-
ing regions within the broader reconfigurations of commod-
ity forms and audience experiences connected to the current 
“new music economy” that hinges on social media plat-
forms, user-generated content, and increasing participation 
from consumers in valorizing, promoting, and distributing 
music (see Galuzska; Morris, “Artists as Entrepreneurs”; 
Morris and Powers).

Introducing Bandcamp and Soundcloud

Bandcamp is a private, venture-capital funded music re-
tail and streaming service created by Ethan Diamond and 
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Shawn Grunberger in 2008 to provide unsigned and inde-
pendent musicians and record labels a platform with which 
to sell albums (both digital and physical) and merchandise 
(Tozzi and Leiber; McIntyre). In an interview with Bill-
board, co-founder Diamond explained his interest in start-
ing Bandcamp as emerging from both his own fandom for 
independent music as well as dissatisfaction with the design 
and usability of then-popular services such as MySpace:

In the earliest days, it started because there was a band 

I really liked. This was 2008, when you have MySpace, 

Imeem, those sites. Very little choice if you wanted to go 

on your own. What you ended up with was somebody 

else’s logo, advertisements --- someone else’s identity. If 

you wanted to do it on your own you had to hire a design-

er, an engineer. It seemed nuts. (qtd. in Flanagan)

The e-retailer went online in 2008 and offered musicians 
a customizable artist page free of in-page advertisements. 
Artist account-holders are responsible for a diverse range of 
activities, including uploading songs; providing and editing 
information relating to sound recording, artist biographies, 
etc.; preparing and uploading artist and album artwork; 
setting prices; processing, shipping, and receiving orders of 
physical albums and merchandise; and generating tags that 
categorize both albums and artist.

Alex Ljung and Eric Wahlforss created Soundcloud in 2007 
with the aim of facilitating musical collaboration by music 
producers within digital settings. As co-founder Ljung ex-
plained in a 2009 interview with Wired:

We both came from backgrounds connected to music . . . 

and it was just really, really annoying for us to collaborate 

with people on music---I mean simple collaboration, just 

sending tracks to other people in a private setting, get-

ting some feedback from them, and having a conversa-

tion about that piece of music. In the same way that we’d 

be using Flickr for our photos, and Vimeo for our videos, 

we didn’t have that kind of platform for our music. (qtd. 

in Van Buskirk)

Soundcloud ascribes distinct URLs to the audio files circu-
lating within the platform, which can then be embedded 
in a variety of websites. This enables the easy sharing of 
tracks. Meanwhile, comments can be posted within the ser-
vice’s audio player, which is stylized as a visualization of the 
song’s waveform (a visual facsimile of a song’s volume and 
sound dynamics). Interested listeners provide feedback by 
clicking on a part of the song’s waveform and posting their 
comments there. The visualization of waveform typical in 
Soundcloud’s audio player can be seen in the below screen-
grab of the track “Pools of Iris” associated with the account 

of the Ottawa-based independent electro-pop musician 
Pippa (https://soundcloud.com/pippalouu).

Both Bandcamp and Soundcloud are audio platforms that, 
like social-media services Facebook and Twitter, emphasize 
social connectivity and operate through the user-generat-
ed content. Both services promise, moreover, social con-
nectivity for users; Bandcamp promises both listeners and 
musicians a platform with which to “discover amazing new 
music and directly support the artists who make it” (www.
bandcamp.com). Soundcloud, meanwhile, promises its sub-
scribers a platform that will “help you connect with fans 
and grow your audience” (www.soundcloud.com). Morris 
and Powers argue that streaming services advance, through 
discourse, interface design, and marketing, “branded musi-
cal experiences that target certain styles of musical discov-
ery and use as they vie for consumers” (109-110). The next 
section highlights how the promises of discovery, support, 
and connection advanced by both Bandcamp and Sound-
cloud intertwine with the region-oriented tagging practices 
of users.

https://soundcloud.com/pippalouu
https://soundcloud.com/pippalouu
file:///Users/mrln/Desktop/www.bandcamp.com
file:///Users/mrln/Desktop/www.bandcamp.com
file:///Users/mrln/Desktop/www.soundcloud.com
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Locality and Metadata: Music Scenes, Collective Intelligence, 
and Extra Work

The tagging practices circulating through and evident in 
both Bandcamp and Soundcloud work as user-generated 
metadata. A.G. Taylor and D.N. Joudrey define metadata as 
the “data about data” that “describes the attributes of infor-
mation resources for the purposes of identification, discov-
ery, selection, use, access, and management” (89). Examples 
of musical metadata include song names, album titles, artist 
names, and genre. In these instances, metadata is the infor-
mation that enables its search and retrieval within different 
digital platforms (Morris, “Making Music Behave” 851-853). 
Metadata is particularly useful in digital settings it works to 
organize and categorize the data constantly (over-)accumu-
lating (Boehm; Manovich 221-225). L. Gitelman observes, 
moreover, that metadata is embedded at both visible and 
invisible layers within digital media objects. Writing about 
DVD discs, she explains: “All of the information on a DVD 
menu that users watch are data; the information they do 
not watch are metadata. Some metadata become visible in 
menus and titles, but a lot more remain unseen” (142). Tags 
operate as visible and user-generated metadata within these 
two platforms.

Considering the tagging activity in Bandcamp, genre and 
local region are the most typical tags deployed. There is no 
pre-set template for genre tags, so they range from more 
standard descriptors as “indie,” “punk,” and “folk,” to more 
idiosyncratic ones, such as “Ouija rock,” which is utilized by 
the Ottawa-based punk rock band The Yips (https://yips613.
bandcamp.com/). The other popular tag is for geographic 

region, largely based in the cities or towns with which art-
ists self-identify. For example, the Ottawa-based indie rock 
group The Yips deploy two tags for Ottawa: Ottawa with a 
lower-case O and upper-case O. (Image 2). There are also 
bands that tag for multiple cities, as with the punk group 
Best Fiends, which tags the cities Toronto, Montreal, and 
Ottawa in its profile and album page (https://bruisedtongue.
bandcamp.com/album/best-fiends).

The tagging of geographic regions circulates throughout the 
artist pages of Bandcamp account holders, ranging from 
smaller-scaled groups with regional popularity like The 

Yips, to more internationally renowned groups like Fugazi, 
who also embed a tag for the city “Washington DC” (https://
fugazi.bandcamp.com/) within their artist and album pages 
on Bandcamp. While these groups are aligned to the punk 
rock genre, a wide range of independent and unsigned musi-
cians working in different genres utilize the platform and tag 
for geographic region as well, including the London-based 
electronic/dubstep musician Burial (https://burial.band-
camp.com/); New York-based hip-hop artist KRS-One 
(https://krsone.bandcamp.com/album/the-world-is-mind); 
and Durham, NC-based indie rock group The Mountain 
Goats (https://themountaingoats.bandcamp.com/album/
goths-deluxe-version).

Soundcloud also features an option for tagging. The plat-
form provides users with the option to embed one hashtag 
in the audio player. Not only do musicians and record labels 
use the platform, but radio stations and podcast producers 
also embed sound files for playback and streaming within 
Soundcloud. The screengrab below of the Ottawa-based 
fuzz-pop band Baberaham Lincoln shows a hashtag for 
Ottawa:

https://yips613.bandcamp.com/
https://yips613.bandcamp.com/
https://yips613.bandcamp.com/
https://bruisedtongue.bandcamp.com/album/best-fiends
https://bruisedtongue.bandcamp.com/album/best-fiends
https://fugazi.bandcamp.com/
https://fugazi.bandcamp.com/
https://burial.bandcamp.com/
https://burial.bandcamp.com/
https://krsone.bandcamp.com/album/the-world-is-mind
https://themountaingoats.bandcamp.com/album/goths-deluxe-version
https://themountaingoats.bandcamp.com/album/goths-deluxe-version
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The repeating reference to local regions in both platforms 
signals the historical and contemporary value of local mu-
sic scenes in the formation and circulation of many of the 
music genres represented within both services, including 
electronic dance music (Reynolds); punk rock (O’Connor); 
hip hop (Harrison); and indie rock (Shank; Kruse). Stud-
ies of music scenes tend to examine the local media sites, 
social and professional networks, and musical players that 
shape the emergence and circulation of certain music genres 
(Cohen; Shank; Crossley). A focus on music scenes can re-
veal the important role that such sites as live music venues, 
rehearsal spaces, recording studios, music stores, and local 
media (such as zines and campus radio) play in providing 
the “soft infrastructure” on which social relations, musical 
practices, and economic activity rests (O’Connor). Working 
with Brian Eno’s concept of “scenius,” S. Reynolds surmises 
that a focus on music scenes reveals the important role that 
social milieu plays in shaping the formation and circulation 
of music, which challenges myths of music creation based 
in autonomous genius (527). Whether banal infrastructure 
or revealing the musical influence of social relations, music 
scenes underpin the production of much of the music repre-
sented in both platforms.

Kruse has shown in her work on music scenes and indie 
rock that the value and meaning of indie rock is actively 
produced by scene participants through both their discur-
sive articulations of and affective investments in music at 
the level of the local music scene. More precisely, she finds a 
recurring tendency for scene participants to construct both 
their personal biographies of music fandom and indie mu-
sic’s history through their own investment and involvement 

in their local music scene (Site and Sound 12-13). Research 
into the adoption of social media and e-retail platforms 
by musicians has highlighted their fit within the existent 
cultural, economic, and social activities of music scenes ( 
Kruse, “Local Identity”; Sargent). Following Kruse’s insight 
into the centrality of identifying and creating music via local 
regions in indie music scenes, in Bandcamp the tagging of 
local regions locates and identifies musical data uploaded by 
musicians and labels to this platform, indicating the social 
and geographic regions in which these users are situated. 
Moreover, the tendency for these local tags to cut across dif-
ferent genres not specific to indie rock suggests that locali-
ty---that is, relating to a specific region vis-à-vis music and 
media (Bennett 63; Kruse, Site and Sound)---continues to be 
significant in the production, distribution, promotion, and 
organization of music uploaded to these platforms.

Upon introducing tagging into Bandcamp, co-founder Dia-
mond explained that tagging was a valuable addition to the 
operations of this platform because:

We think it [tagging] has the potential to build a commu-

nity in the best possible sense of the word, where every 

individual contributes to its strength. It won’t, of course, 

be built overnight. At the time of this writing, there are 

exactly zero tags in the system, but with your help . . 

. it shouldn’t be long before the solitary goal of these 

new features is realized: make every artist on Bandcamp 

more successful, by making it easier for fans to find you. 

(Diamond)

Diamond’s suggestion that community will emerge in Band-
camp through tagging enacted by different account holders 
resonates with H. Jenkins’ research into the production of 
“collective intelligence” within online settings. Following 
the lead of French philosopher of cyberspace Pierre Lévy, 
Jenkins distills collective intelligence into the following slo-
gan: “None of us can know everything; each of us knows 
something; and we can put the pieces together if we pool 
our resources and combine our skills” (4). Jenkins identi-
fies collective intelligence in the online sites and spaces in 
which media users and fans collaborate and produce cul-
ture, whether looking to “spoiler groups” that agglomerated 
around the reality television series Survivor or the collabo-
ratively produced online encyclopedia Wikipedia. Diamond 
sees community emerging in the contributions made by 
users of the platform to categorize and describe the music 
they upload to the platform. However, while the music up-
loaded to the service fits within the broader reliance on the 
decentralized circulation of user-generated content evident 
in social media platforms, with tags we also see a more pre-
cise form of “collective intelligence” emerging, whereby the 
terms mobilized to describe music not only work to catego-
rize and describe the individual musical products uploaded 
by musicians and record labels but also the broader aggre-
gate of music uploaded to the platform by different users.

Indeed, the tags generated by users of this platform be-
come conventional terms to mobilize, thereby indicating a 
collectively produced form of information management by 
platform users. While Bandcamp’s reliance on users to tag 
signals the collective intelligence of platform users contrib-
uting, it also places the burden of data management away 
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from the platform’s engineers and towards the individuals 
uploading data to this service. This does not exactly count as 
“free labour” performed by users of this platform to make it 
work better (see Terranova; Srnicek), because the musicians 
and labels selling and promoting music with Bandcamp are 
not exactly unreimbursed; rather, it is a sort of informational 
work performed by platform users that makes the platform 
work better. We can see tagging as extra informational work 
performed by platform users that facilitates platform navi-
gation, which is entangled with the already-existing creative 
labour performed by musicians and record labels to create, 
sell, and promote music (Stahl).

This section has highlighted a repeating tendency for lo-
cal regions to emerge in the tags circulating through both 
Bandcamp and Soundcloud. These tags reflect the “collec-
tive intelligence” of both platforms’ user bases; emerge as ex-
tra informational labour performed by platform users; and 
gesture to the fit of these platforms within the scene-bound 
musical and entrepreneurial activities of record labels and 
musicians.

Gray Locality, or, Engineering Connections

Fuller and A.. Goffey develop the term “gray media” to de-
scribe seemingly mundane and task-oriented media forms 
such as databases, spreadsheets, and writing/editing soft-
ware. These media technologies are gray because their 
seemingly seamless operations contribute to the myth of 
“frictionless” communication that is prioritized in digital 
milieus:

The transparency of the facilitation of activity that is pro-

duced when devices, practices, protocols and proce-

dures, gadgets and applications, mesh and synchronize 

simultaneously creates vast black-boxed or obscurely 

grayed-out zones. . . that permit the abstract social re-

lations characteristic of “frictionless” communication to 

take root. (4)

However, these media are also gray because they closely in-
tertwine with the various administrative practices to which 
they are deployed, thus becoming invisible. Or, as Full-
er and Goffey explain, “Grayness is a quality that is easily 
overlooked, and that is what gives it its great attraction, an 
unremarkableness that can be of inestimable value in back-
ground operations” (11). Gray media are, in short, admin-
istrative and function-oriented media forms that are largely 
used as means to achieve specific ends. One may not nec-
essarily think of them as distinct media forms unto them-
selves until they stop working (as for instance, when a Word 
Document crashes). Their work on gray media is suggestive 
in its accounting for the ubiquity of administrative media 
forms within the everyday lives of media users. Keeping in 
mind this special issue’s focus on the visualization and em-
placement of data, I argue that the indexi-local is a gray and 
platform-specific “local feel,” to use Berland’s term.

As seen in the screengrabs, there is a degree of aesthetic 
“unremarkableness” evident in these tags, which circulate in 
Bandcamp as hyperlinked text listed within the album and 
artist pages of account holders and hashtags. While the artist 
and album pages are customizable in both Bandcamp and 
Soundcloud---with musical acts able to upload album art, 

select font colours, page colours, etc.---both tags appear as 
simple text embedded in different regions of the webpage. 
In Bandcamp, tags are listed at the bottom of album pages; 
in Soundcloud, it is a hashtag embedded in the audio player. 
Moreover, Soundcloud users also have the option to identify 
geographic regions in the biographical information posted 
to the profile pages of Soundcloud users. Consider the styl-
ization of local regions as profile information in the screen-
grab posted below of the Ottawa-based indie electro-folk 
group The Acorn (Image 4). In The Acorn’s profile, the list-
ing of location in profile information appears as simple text, 
stylized and formatted in the same colour and font as the 
musical act and members. Again, there is aesthetic unre-
markableness, or indeed, a quality of grayness in subsuming 
local regions to biographical information listed in a profile.

https://soundcloud.com/theacorn
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When one clicks through the region-oriented tags circulat-
ing within Bandcamp, two types of search results appear: 
other items that have been tagged with that tag by that mu-
sician, and other music that has been categorized with that 
tag. In the frictionless navigation of pages, local regions are 
articulated as metadata generating further listings of music 
to stream and purchase. For example, clicking through the 
“Ottawa” tag within The Yips’ Bandcamp page produces re-
sults for albums released by the group that have also been 
tagged with that tag; other albums and artists that have used 
that tag; and a list of “related tags” with which listeners can 
further explore the service (Image 5). These results emerge 
across all instances of region-based tagging.

Similarly, clicking through the hashtag embedded in Sound-
cloud’s audio player produces a list of audio files featuring 
that tag, broken down in terms of popularity for individual 
audio files and playlists (Image 6).

through the connections generated in-between any given 
item placed on a list. More precisely, he argues that lists pos-
sess a sort of “compositional” logic, whereby each element 
in a list produces a broader “communicative dynamic” (15). 
The “communicative dynamic” emerging in these instanc-
es of tagging involves engineering data interconnections to 
generate recommendations.

Indeed, hashtags are an everyday part of social media web-
sites such as Instagram and Twitter and they provide users 
with a means to render their social-media posts searchable, 
groupable, and part of larger social-media trends. In rela-
tion to social-media activism, hashtags articulate networked 
connections between posts, producing larger aggregates of 
protest messages as social-media postings (Scott). The use 
of hashtags fit, moreover, within the increasing tendency 
for users to perform “interpersonal search” in social-media 
platforms. M. Zappavigna explains: “This cultural shift to in-
terpersonal search has resulted in the emergence of search-
able talk, that is, online discourse where the primary func-
tion appears to be affiliation via ‘findability.’ This kind of talk 
. . . incorporate[s] metadata into language so that online talk 
can be found” (789). As the screengrab listing the results for 
the tracks and playlists categorized as #Ottawa (Image 6) de-
picts, there are a range of individuals using Soundcloud who 
hashtag local regions to align their tracks, podcasts, and/or 
playlists with others. This facilitates the findability of these 
tracks via the tagging of local regions.

Writing about localness in Canadian commercial radio 
broadcasts, Berland unpacks and identifies how a “local 
feel” is produced in Canadian commercial radio to “appeal 

In both instances, tags create lists of further listening rec-
ommendations. J.D. Peters has argued that lists are both a 
symptom of and strategy to deal with “information abun-
dance” in digital milieus (9); similarly, the list of results 
opened by this tag reflects the quantity of data uploaded to 
these platforms and provides platform users a means with 
which to navigate through the data contained in these plat-
forms. In Media Ecologies (2005), M. Fuller performs a for-
mal analysis of lists, suggesting that lists accrue significance 

https://bandcamp.com/tag/ottawa?artist=1462450860
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to” both advertisers and listeners (189). Localness is not in-
trinsic to Canadian commercial radio; instead, the feel of 
locality is produced, more precisely, through such narrative 
means as: DJ banter identifying local events, locally focused 
news updates, and broadcasting commercials for local busi-
nesses (189-191). These elements re-code commercial radio 
as a local media production (though localness can also be 
established in the signal limits of terrestrial radio stations). 
Similarly, I would like to suggest that there is a “local feel” 
being produced in these platforms through the deployment 
of region-specific tags.

Specifically, in Bandcamp and Soundcloud, these instanc-
es of user-generated metadata both describe musical data 
uploaded to these platforms and generate connections be-
tween musical data identified with that regional tag. This 
fits with Morris’ argument that “metadata plug users into a 
vast repository of commodities on the internet, where the 
act of listening to a song triggers advice to purchase music 
by similar-sounding bands, related merchandise, or other 
linked media properties” (“Making Music Behave” 860). The 
indexi-local articulates and visualizes these connections be-
tween musical data circulating within this platform as lists 
and tagged text. The functionality of these instances of re-
gion-oriented metadata is reflected in the very aesthetics of 
tagging: a gray and platform-specific “local feel” oriented to-
wards enabling, on the one hand, the frictionless navigation 
and retrieval of musical data uploaded to these platforms, 
and on the other, recommendations for further listening, 
streaming, and purchasing options.

Conclusion

Scholars have identified a “new music economy” that has 
disrupted music’s established commodity forms and produc-
er/consumer relationships (see Galuzska; Morris, “Artists as 
Entrepreneurs”; Morris and Powers). This new music econ-
omy privileges “features like social connections and contri-
butions (between fans and artists, fan-generated reviews and 
playlists, etc.) in lieu of sales of discrete objects” (Morris and 
Powers 109). While Bandcamp still sells “discrete objects,” 
this article has emphasized how forms of user-generated 
contributions, social connection, and participation emerg-
es in the collective and regionally oriented tagging practices 
circulating through both music platforms. The indexi-local, 
moreover, signals the place and value of local regions within 
these two music platforms to organize data, generate rec-
ommendations, and facilitate frictionless navigation. While 
further research is needed to identify the social, emotional, 
and professional needs that these practices of region-orient-
ed tagging meet for users, it is evident that both local regions 
and these music platforms operate as mutually beneficial 
“way-finding aids” (Straw413). Indeed, the tagging of local 
regions enables users not only to sift through the density of 
musical activity transpiring in a local music-making region 
with that platform but also locate music within that plat-
form via local regions. This focus on metadata reveals a plat-
form-specific “local feel,” produced by re-articulating local 
music-making regions to metadata-specific functionalities 
of categorization, connection, and retrieval. While one can 
potentially, as Soundcloud promises users, “hear the world’s 
sound” (www.soundcloud.com) in and through these music 
platforms, this world of musical data is navigated, organized, 
and emplaced through the aggregation of user-generated 

and region-oriented tags generated by users of these two 
music platforms.2
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Notes

1 In an earlier study, the indexi-local was identified in the online radio 
station CBC Radio 3 and argued to operate as a “virtual image” of local 
music scenes (Audette-Longo). In doing so, it looked to the “experiential 
potentiality” of participating in a local music scene vis-à-vis this online 
radio station (516). This article further builds on this initial study of how 
styles of participating in independent music overlap local music scenes 
and a single digital music platform by considering the tagging practic-
es of platform users. Moreover, because this article branches off from 
a broader study of independent music within Ottawa, Ontario’s indie 
rock scene (Audette-Longo, “Shine a Light”) the examples of tagging in-
cluded below deal with Bandcamp and Soundcloud accounts based in 
Ottawa.

2 “Hear the world’s sounds” was a slogan circulating on the home-
page of Soundcloud until early 2017, when it changed to “Discov-
er, stream, and share a constantly expanding mix of music from 
emerging and major artists around the world.”
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